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Introduction 

This user guide is aimed at management. It will show you how to design the hierarchy, give roles and 

access as well as edit permissions.  The system is extremely flexible and features data partitioning to 

organise your business in any way: by individual, by branch, by region, by individual business partners 

and associates.  Almost every bit of data in the system is easily configurable ensuring that it meets 

with your business requirements. 

The system is designed using ‘Grids’, which allows the user to ‘Group’ screen by various levels of 

information. 

The drawing pin will minimise the function to the toolbar and by clicking on toolbar can restore 

the window. The screen can be sized to your own preference and can focus on the screen you are 

working in. Click on ‘X’ button to close the window down. For short cut to functions go to ‘Windows 

Tab’ within ‘360Lifecycle Administrator’s Guide’ on Page 31. 

Using the ‘Drag and Drop’ feature you can select the data that you may want to cross reference and 

then ‘Sort’ it.   Choosing column headers will put the information into the order that you want to see 

the information displayed. Click again to reverse the order. The ‘funnel shape’ icon which can be found 

to the right-hand corner in each column will filter the data further. Right click and you can sort the 

data and customise the information you require.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drag and drop the columns that you want displayed. 

 Click on the funnel to organise the data in the order you wish the data displayed. In this example by 

Campaign and filtered by Life reviews. 
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User Access Groups 

Creating a User Group 

Go the ‘Maintenance’ tab and then click on ‘User Access Groups’.  

 

 

 

 

 

To create a new group of users click on ‘Add Group’ and input the name into pop up window. 

The name will then appear in the existing list of ‘Staff Member’ on the right-hand side of the 

screen and click ‘Save’. 

You can also edit groups as well as permissions in this screen.  

Groups can be nested and a smaller group can be created within a group. The reason for this 

is so that any group created appear as a filter group and figures can be accessed as a Report 

in ‘Performance Explorer’. 

User Access 

Here you can decide which users Have access to what group within the system. You can have 

any combination of groups to individuals. 
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Adding a New User 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click on the ‘Maintenance’ Tab and then click on ‘Staff Members’. Click on the green plus sign and a 

new screen will appear.  

User Details 

Complete the relevant fields and then tick the boxes at the bottom of the screen to ‘Grant Office 
and/or Advisor Access’. 
 

Agency Details 

Add the agency details and input the company or individual agency numbers. This is used for matching 

commissions in the accounts area of the system. For example when an electronic commission import 

is received the system will intuitively cross match the statement to identify the unique agency number 

with an advisor. See ‘Pay’ on pages 32-37. 
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Roles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use the tick boxes and tick on the applicable roles. This will give automatic portions of the system 

depending on the job role of the staff member. 

Client Access  

Client Access is a hierarchy where you can create users and have control over what access a client has 

on the system. When editing permissions in ‘User Access Groups,’ it allows you to select the users of 

the system who have access to a group or an individual. Editing ‘Client Access’ in ‘Staff Members’ 

screen permits you to control for an individual user what they can see. These two methods of 

controlling client access are functionally equivalent and interlinked. 

Diary Views 
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Within ‘Diary Permissions’, can view which group or individual has access to diaries. You can add a 

new staff member by clicking on the plus sign and creating a new user which will be added to the staff 

list to the left of the screen.    

Appointment Locations 

Appointments are booked at various locations. You can select the ‘Offices, Branches or Other 

Locations’ of where appointments are held. This is important so that the introducer gets a credit. It 

also prevents the information being miss-keyed into the system. 

Refer and Transfer Permissions 

This is where you set up which advisor is allowed to refer a sales opportunity and transfer a client to 

another advisor. Typically only managers will be permitted to transfer although this may not apply to 

your business. 

Refer permissions need to be carefully considered as profit margins may differ between advisor levels 

for example employed or self-employed. 

Entities 

To add a new branch, click on the ’Branches’ icon 

which can be found in the ‘Maintenance’ tab. A new 

screen will appear, simply input the branch postal 

address as well as phone and fax details then click on 

the ‘Save’ button above the screen. It will appear in 

alphabetical order in the list. 

 

Diary Views – You can access the staff list and check diary permissions. If you need to edit the 

permissions then you have to go back ‘’Staff Members’ and click on the ‘Diary Permissions’ tab and 

select the staff member’s name that you want to edit or can add another allowable view to it. 
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Performance Explorer 

Performance Explorer enables you to see how the company is performing in real time allowing you to 

act in the moment and be pro-active rather than review the performance in the past when it is too 

late to have an impact on the outcome. 

Your business requirements will dictate the structure of your KPI’s. You can analyse historical sales and 

KPI data, spot trends, identify training gaps and needs as well as gather data for RMAR ().  This data 

can be selected by advisor, employed or self-employed, combined as team, as an office, region or the 

whole group. Temporary teams can be set up which may be useful for creating a group of advisors that 

may need further training and attention.  

This is an essential tool for business planning and not just for the management team. Advisors can 

access their own Performance and monitor it by going into Compliance Manager. This is vital for the 

advisor. Giving them permission to see their own performance track, allows them the transparency to 

see their own activity around KPI’s and income. They can see what has been written, completed and 

banked. Advisors will be able to see what has been paid and what has not, giving them more 

ownership and responsibility. 
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Using Performance Explorer 

Select the advisor or group you want to monitor, right click and a menu will appear. Choose the option 

you want and hover your curser over the arrow and a second menu will pop up which gives you 

calendar options i.e. allowing you to select the period you want to review.  
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KPI Data 

Right click on the required advisor and click on ‘Show Data’ then select the period which will give you 

the ‘Sales and KPI Performance’. In the first section it displays Written, Completed Targets by policy 

type including fees.  Data can be viewed for any area of the business, over any period of time. KPI’s 

can be compared year on year and new KPI’s can be viewed at any time.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Best Practice is colour coded using RAG (Red, Amber & Green).These levels are set based on your 

business requirements. 

For example it may indicate that mortgages may have been sold without a Life policy, which can be 

investigated and addressed. A high level of NPW’s (Not Proceeding With) may indicate a problem with 

a particular advisor; you can evaluate these as a percentage before or after offer. 
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Lender Spread 

Lender Spread can be viewed over the period selected. Colour coded by ‘Lender’ and can hover over 

each lender segment to view the percentage of mortgages, giving you instant management 

intelligence. To look at ‘Lender Spread’ simply right click on the ‘Advisor’ and click on ‘Show Lender 

Spread’ then select the period you would like to see.  

Lender Spread can also be viewed as a pie chart by clicking on ‘Show Lender Spread as a Pie Chart’. 
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Product Spread 

You can also access the same metrics for ‘Product Spread’ which can also be viewed as a bar or pie 

chart.  

You can also select what axis you want to display on the pie chart. Using your mouse left click on the 

chart and pull the hand in the direction you wish to move the axis.  
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Opportunities 

 

Management can view what’s in the current Hotbox in Performance Explorer.  You can view by 

individual, office, and region or by the company as a whole.  

Performance Explorer allows Managers to keep up to date with the performance of their advisors and 

permits them to see what sales opportunities are in the current hot box, and what sales opportunities 

have completed. This tool allows you to drill down and evaluate how your advisors are operating in 

their hotbox in real time. 

‘Opportunities’ will display all the opportunities for the whole business or for a single advisor as well 

as the ‘Status’ of each opportunity. You can see the ‘Last Action’ taken, equally you can easily identify 

if an advisor is auctioning leads. To access ‘Hotbox’, right click on the ‘Advisor’ or ‘All Advisors’ you 

wish to check and select ‘Show Current Hotbox’. 
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Using the drag and drop tool you can arrange your information screen by the column that you want to 

have a look at. For example you can select by ‘Advisor’. Then you can identify the one you want by 

simply scrolling down in alphabetical order. Click on the chosen one and their hot box will be 

displayed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do I set sales targets?  

Select the individual advisor you want to agree targets with or for. Right click on the advisor within 

Performance Explorer and click on ‘Show Data’ then choose ‘Next Year’ from the second menu. The 

following screen will appear. 

Input the targets into the data fields provided. Ensure ‘Save’ button is clicked when finished. 
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How to set up best practice levels? 

Click into the ‘Maintenance’ tab and go into ‘Compliance’. A drop down menu will appear. Click on 

‘Best Practice’ and it will take you into the screen below. 

Best practice levels are what triggers ‘RAG Status’.  

You can adjust the amounts to reflect your business requirements by clicking on the ‘funnel’ in the 

‘Green or Red’ column you wish to adjust. The difference is what will be displayed as “amber” in the 

KPI data. 
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Reports 
 

 

Reports can be accessed by clicking on the ‘Reports’ tab on the left hand side of the screen. This will 

open a menu where you can select which report type that you want to view. 

Scroll down to see the full list of reports. Then tick the box of the report you want to view. Next go to 

‘Report Criteria’.  Period can be selected from the drop down menu which has a numerous options e.g. 

‘Current Month, Last Quarter or Year to Date’.  Alternatively you can input the dates that you want to 

run the report over. 

The information can be filtered by groups that have been created in “User Access Groups” see page 4. 

Alternatively you may prefer to request the information by individual. Finally you may wish to use a 

‘Group Field’ for example you may want to analyse the performance of an Introducer or negotiator by 

‘Event Type’. 

Click on ‘Produce Reports’ and within seconds a report will appear on your screen.  
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The information can printed, saved or exported in various file formats including excel, pdf, image or 

text file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reports can be customised where you can add a watermark, adjust colour and scale. You can have 

several reports open at the same time just click on the tab headings of the report that you want to 

view. Reports types are created at installation. 

 

Case search 

Add in the information of the client whose case record that you want to 

view. The system will search by using the information that you input. You 

can search via ‘General Details’ (Names, DOB, Branch, Case ID) ‘Policy 

Details  (Advisor, Mortgage Ref, Solis Number or by Policy numbers)  

Property Details (Current/ New Address  or Current/ New Post Code). 

If the search provides a list of clients, you can double click on the client 

you wish to see and it will take you directly to their case record.  
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Compliance Manager 

360 Lifecycle Office includes a complete compliance management component, which is seamlessly 
integrated into the rest of the system. This system allows you to centralise compliance and separate it 
from sales management. 
Remote access to all files and data allows for larger spans of control, identifies Training & 
Competencies and aids in driving business efficiencies. 
 
The compliance section is only available to users that have been assigned a compliance role in the 
‘User Groups’ area. (See User Groups section Page 4). 
 
As a requirement for the Financial Services Authority you will need to illustrate how you measure and 
monitor an advisor. Where there are issues they will want to see verification of what action you have 
taken. 
 
You can create ‘Tracks’ and ‘Actions’ for an individual, team, group or region. Actions are potential 
tasks that need to be performed and these are pre-set in the system.  
 
Tracks can be a single action or groups of actions for example you may wish to setup a ‘Fiscal Probity 
Form’ that is automated and will appear every 6months in all the advisor’s tracks. 
 
‘TNA’ (Training Needs Analysis) is a group of subjects that can be identified for individuals e.g.’ TNA 
Priorities’ which can be found in the ‘Compliance’ drop down menu. 
  
Training and Competence Scheme:  
 

 One to one (forms)meetings contact forms 

 File Checks 

 Observations 

 Personal Development Logs 

 Knowledge Tests 

 Compliance KPI’s 

 Create tracks and actions, reminders and deadline and alerts 

 Red flags to highlight surpassed deadlines 

 Training Needs and Analysis 

 Create manual compliance handling program  

 FISCAL Probity forms 

 Document Library 
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Training Needs Analysis  

In this section you can create the ‘Actions and Tracks’ that you require to meet with your own 

Compliance objectives and KPI’s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Firstly select from the list that you have previously had created in the Compliance set up.  

 

‘TNA Ability Settings’ allows you to categorise the action required. 

In this example they are graded 1-4. You can add a new category 

by simply clicking on ’Add’ button and type in the setting name 

and press ‘OK’. If you want to ‘Update’ a file with a new setting or 

want to remove settings from the list just click on the appropriate 

buttons.   
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‘Training Needs Priority’ is set up in the same way as ‘TNA Ability’ and in this example a score is listed 

in order of urgency of ‘Low, Medium and High’.   

  

‘Training Areas’ can be found 

in the ‘Compliance drop 

down menu and subjects can 

be added, updated and 

removed in the same 

manner. 

 

 

 

 

You can add to a list of subjects in the ‘TNA Area’ by simply clicking on ‘Add’ button and a new test will 

be added to the category or create a new one that you wish to align the test to.  
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Give a brief description and it will be listed alphabetically when you click on ‘Save’. ‘TNA Category’ list 

could include advisor skills, compliance, general knowledge or mortgages. 

SPOC Manager 
This works in a very similar way to “User Access Groups”. Advisors can only be in a group where as in 

Performance Explorer they can be any. 

To add and edit ‘Span of Control’ go into the ‘Maintenance’ tab and click on ‘SPOC Manager’. 

 In this screen you can select advisors and create groups and organise the structure that mirrors your 

compliance management requirements. 

Your list of users is set up in SPOC Manager. It is here that you can set up the different user groups 

together with the hierarchy of access to compliance files. 

Click on ‘Add Span’ and add in the ‘Description’ of 

the group. Then select from the drop down menu 

the ‘Manager’. 
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Click on the ‘Compliance Manager’ icon in the ‘Home Tab’ and it will take you into the screen above. 

On the left hand side of the screen you will see ‘My SPOC' which identifies the personnel set up within 

your span of control. 

The flexibility of the system allows you to drag and drop the column you wish to prioritise your work 

schedule around. You can filter the data by any number of columns e.g. you may wish to look at 

competency levels by advisor or actions which may be overdue. 

To view from the list of actions, arrange the grid by clicking on the ‘Drawing Pin’. Using the ‘Funnel’ 

you can filter and sort the competencies in the order you wish to be displayed. Select from the list and 

it will prioritise the screen by advisor and the chosen ‘Action'. Data can be looked at as a group or 

distilled down to the individual and into the case record.  
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Training & Competence Scheme 

Tracks are designed and created to mirror your business requirements e.g. you can create an 

‘Induction and New Starter Track’ that will have a series of actions and tasks that will need to be 

completed. This could start with obtaining references, organising business systems such as Trigold and 

MBL. Explaining company philosophy, Compliance manual, POS systems and setting up a training track 

to include ‘Knowledge Tests’ and ‘Observations’. 

 

   

Tracks can be automated and can add to a track on a daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly or can be 

diarised. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are many actions listed in tracks and here are just a few examples:  
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PD Log 

It is the duty of the Advisor to complete their own PD log and record any actions such as ‘Product 

Training, relevant Reading Materials, Knowledge Tests, exams’ that they might have completed as 

evidence of their own development which they have access to. Each advisor is targeted to do over 50 

hours per year. ‘One to One’s, File Checks, Observations’ are also logged by the Sales and Compliance 

Director and signed off by the management team. To access ‘PD Logs’ go into ‘Compliance’ and click 

on ‘Actions’ and select ‘PD Logs’ and it will list each advisor log and will also show those overdue.  
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Knowledge Tests 

Tests can be used to assess an advisor’s knowledge as well as identify their TNA. You can create a bank 

of questions that can be used for product specific, typical or general knowledge tests e.g. you may 

wish advisors to complete a compulsory test on a particular topic such as ‘TCF’ or ‘Mortgage Test’. 

In order to create a test go into the ‘Maintenance’ tab, click on ‘Compliance’ and select ‘Test Manager’ 

from the drop down menu. This will take you into the screen below. 

Click on the ‘New Test’ button and complete the fields in the ‘Test Details’ section. If it is a multiple 

choice test then input the number of questions per answer within ‘Multiple Choice Details’ section. 

Tick ‘Randomise Answers’ if you want to arbitrary organise the order of questions each advisor gets in 

their track. 
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To input your questions click on the ‘Questions’ tab.  

Type in your question in the ‘Question’ field and select what ‘Test Question Category’ the question 

falls into e.g. the above the category on the above example is marked as ‘Standard’. If you have 

selected 4 answers to be given in a multiple choice test then it will automatically provide you with 4 

boxes for you to input the answers. Tick which answer is correct and then click on ‘Save Test’ button. 

To add a click on the ’New Question’ button and a clear screen will appear. Repeat the above process. 

Should you wish to delete the question then select the question you want to remove and click on 

‘Delete Question’. You can also flick between questions by clicking on the order that you want. 

Next go into ‘Compliance Manager’ in the ‘Home’ tab, select the groups or the individuals then click on 

‘Add Action’. From the drop down menu you can select the test that you want. Input the dates that 

the test should be completed by and the ‘Overdue Date’, press ‘OK’. 

The test is now added to their tracks. Follow this up with an email to alert advisors that the test is in 

their track for them to complete. 

Tests can be branded to your company. Please see an example of what it looks like on the next page. 
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Test Results 

You can view the results by going into ‘Compliance Manager’ in the ‘Home’ tab. Select the group 

which has received a text message. Go into the ‘Actions’ tab and choose the test you want to see the 

results of. The screen will then display all the advisors in that group and you will see those which have 

a tick in the ‘Completed’ box and what date it was completed..  

By clicking into each one you will be able to see their individual answers. Here you can count up who 

has reached the pass mark you have set and who has failed.  For those that fail you may wish for them 

to retake another test on the same topic but with different questions simply add the same action to 

their track the system will automatically generate different questions for the next test on the same 

topic.     

File Checks 

File Checks can be set up to suit your own compliance requirements.  

Target File checks can be targeted around your KPI’s e.g. you may wish to monitor ‘Mortgages into 

Retirement, Debt Consolidation, or Interest Only’.   

To view these cases go into ‘Reports’ tab and scroll down and select ‘Compliance Reports’, here you 

can pick from the list available. Then filter by ‘Advisor, Office, or Group Field. Select the ‘Start and End 

Period and then click on ‘Produce Reports”.   

The report will be displayed. Click on the ‘Case ID’ and it will take you into the actual case. 
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Consistent file checks identifies any training areas that may require further action which can then be 

added to the advisor’s track. If you can identify a trend then a group training track can be set up and 

the issue dealt with. 
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Accounts 
Click on ‘Accounts’ tab 

Remember to hit the ‘Save’ button when adding a new payee and their name will appear in the list. 

Pay schemes are inputted at system setup, here you will be able to select the relevant code by 

employment type for example employed, self- employed, business partner or introducer.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To add a new advisor or an introducer, click on the 

‘Green Cross’ and complete the required fields. Enter 

‘Payee Name’ within ‘Description’, select ‘Statement 

Type’ from the drop down menu and ‘Pay Scheme’ can 

be selected from the dropdown menu as well. You can 

also select the frequency of pay. 

A list of current payees as well 

as leavers will appear in this 

box. Just select the payee that 

you wish to view and this will 

take you directly into their pay 

record as shown on the right. 
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Pay Scheme Settings  

Here you can add, edit or remove pay scheme settings.  

Pot bands 

Within ‘Pot Band’ you can specify the commission bands and percentage by clicking on the ‘Add’ 

button and entering in ‘Band Details’ and clicking on ‘Save’. To edit the commission band you simply 

click on the field and enter the relevant information and to remove the commission band click on 

‘Remove’ button. 

Pot Entries 

Here are all the items that are included in the pot. 
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Simply tick the payment 

types that you would like to 

include. 12 Month Entries is 

where you specify which 

payment type is included 

within 12 month Banked 

Income. 

To add a new payment type, go to ‘Accounts,’ click on 'Maintenance' then 'Payment Type'. Click on the 

‘Green Cross’ to add a new item and enter a ‘Description’, select a product from ‘relates to’ drop down 

menu as well as ‘Payment Category’ from the drop down menu which will  appear in the list on the left 

hand side. Once in an individual’s pay record you can go in and tick the items that are relevant for that 

particular pay scheme.  

Non-Pot Entries 

Non-pot entries are items that are paid out on a fixed percentage, you can adjust the % by clicking on 

the drawing pin in the value column but you will need the payment rule to multiply the input value by 

the value. E.g. 0.5 would equal 50% of non-pot item being paid.  

12 Month Entries 
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12 Month Bands 

For pay schemes that include a rolling 12 month bonus you can set the percentage that is triggered by 

the amount in band columns. Here you can also add, adjust or remove items. 

Regular Adjustments 

Within this section you add the items that will be deducted from the monthly gross pay, this is where 

adjustment can be made to payments e.g. if an advance is given and paid back over a period of time 

then you can manually adjust the payments each month should you wish. 
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Maintenance  

Click on the ‘Maintenance’ within ‘Accounts’ and a drop down menu will appear. Here you can add, 

edit or delete everything from receipts to payment and commission types. 

To add a new import file simply select ‘Import File Settings’ from the maintenance drop down menu  

and  click on the ‘Green Cross’ and fill in the details and ensure to click on the ‘Save’ button.  
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To import a file, click on ‘Import File’ and select the ‘File Type’ and ‘Company’ from the drop down 

menus and click on the ‘…’ button and select the file you wish to import and click on the ‘Import’ 

button. If you have an agreement with a provider to import a statement from a web page it will allow 

you to import a list of commission directly into the database. Select the provider that you want to 

import file from. Hit the import file and select it from where you keep your download files.  
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Click on ‘Automatic matching’ and this will match the commissions from that provider to each 

individual case id, using all the data attached to that case to ensure a match such as client & advisor 

name, address and policy details.  

Once complete, items that have been matched will appear with a blue tick in the ‘Matched Tick box’. 

Here you can sort those that remain unmatched by clicking on the ‘Drawing Pin’ and filtering the 

column. It will leave a list of unchecked items that it cannot match and these will have to be processed 

manually by clicking on ‘Manual Search’.  
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Calculate Pay 

Click on the ‘Calculate Pay’ icon which can be found under ‘Accounts’ tab  and it will take you into a 

summary screen with all the individual statements listed on the left hand side of the screen. 

Highlight the individual pay statement you want to view. At the top of the screen select ‘Statement 

Frequency from the drop down menu, such as ‘Monthly’ where you can select the month and the year 

from the drop down menus. If the statement frequency is ‘Weekly’ enter the date range into the fields 

and then click on the ‘Calculate’ button. To filter the screen you can click on the ‘Drawing Pin’ to look 

at an individual or a collective group of statements.  

 

Click on ‘Calculate’ and you can see the system working its way through the individual statements by 

highlighting its progress in blue. To view a statement click on ‘View Statement’, and to edit the 

statement click on ‘Edit Adjustments’. You can also print using this screen. 
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Click on ‘View Statement’ and the statement will appear. 

The pay statement gives a summary of pay for that month as 

well as pot summary and whether there is a balance to carry 

forward. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The second page will list all the payment 

items for that month and will breakdown 

the information by ‘Case ID, Customer and 

the Payment Type as well as the reference 

number for both the Pot and non-pot 

breakdown and totals. 
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Manual Banking Receipt 

To enter a payment onto the system, click on the ‘Manual Banking Receipt’ icon. Select from the 

dropdown menu the ‘Receipt Type’. Next enter a ‘Description’ in the free text box and select from the 

‘Company’ dropdown box which company the payment is relevant to. Select the ‘Account’ from the 

drop down menu and click on ‘Select From Outstanding’ button.  

Select which account the payment is relevant to in this example it is an ‘Admin Fee’. 

This will automatically date stamp in the date received box, however you can manually adjust this should 

you wish. Input the amount in the ‘Payment Value’ box and then click on ‘select from outstanding’ button 

located on the right hand side of the screen.  
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After a few seconds a screen will appear with a list of ‘Outstanding Commission’. In order to see the 

columns you want to work in, right click in the column header and a drop down menu will appear. 

Select ‘Column Chooser’ and then drag and drop the unwanted columns into ‘Customisation’ box. 

If you know the CaseID of the receipt you can click on ‘Drawing Pin’ in the CaseID column, type in the 

number (if known) and press enter on your keyboard which will automatically go to the case you want 

to satisfy.  

Once you have loaded all the commissions, click ‘OK’ and it will take you back to the ‘Manual Banking 

Receipt’. If you do not click ok you will lose all the cases you have loaded. Here you can check to see if 

the ‘Payment Value’ matches the ‘Entered Value’. 
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You can check to see if the entered value matches the payment value and if it is correct the click on 

‘Finalise banking Receipt’ button is which will be enabled if both amounts match..  

When you click on ‘Finalise Banking Receipt’ a screen will pop-up with a unique ‘Banking Receipt ID’ 

number. This can be extremely useful when manually logged against bank statements when you 

reconcile payments at the end of the month. 
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How do I load a new Provider or Lender 
 

To add a new lender simply click on ‘Maintenance Tab’ and click on the ‘Green Cross’ to add a lender 

to the existing list. To edit a lender click on the lender name and make the required changes and be 

ensure to click on the ‘Save’ Button. To remove a lender, click on the lender and click on the ‘Red X’ 

and the lender will be removed from the list.  

The data that is loaded here determines what appears in the drop down menus. If a rate has changed 

and you have selected an old product it will have a tick in the ‘Obsolete box’. 
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To change or add commission you need to select ‘Lender Products’ and this will also calculate the 

commission from when a case is loaded through to accounts. This improves the accuracy and makes it 

easier to match up payments.  

 

 

 


